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“Clave... To us the word goes beyond explanations and definitions. It means 
life, salsa, the food of our leisure time, the motion of intense rhythm, the 
emotion of 20,000 people simultaneously grooving to the natural sounds of 
life. It’s being played in beat, on key, on clave... It means to be on top of 
things, to be playing it right... Clave is history, it’s culture. African drums from 
far off places like Nigeria, Dahomey, and Ghana married the Spanish guitar to 
bring us clave. The seeds were planted in the Caribbean and now their 
grandchild is Salsa...” CLAVE MAGAZINE

DIÁSPORA UNITED IN THE LATIN BEAT
DIÁSPORA is a UK-based Latin band bringing you a one-way ticket to the music of the 
Americas. The 11-piece lineup (2 vocalists, 3 percussionists, 4 brass, piano and bass) 
lends itself to an expansive BIG BAND sound without losing the dynamism and spark of a 
small group, and combines sensuous vocals, sophisticated horn lines and explosive 
percussion solos... With their combined vision to unite the rhythms of the Americas, their 
music is uplifting, inspiring and unifying, celebrating the diversity of cultures that arose 
out of the African Slave Trade, whilst focusing on the Cuban, Brazilian and globalized 
SALSA sounds which have become significant musical languages and forms of solidarity 
and cultural exchange among communities throughout the world. 

DIÁSPORA is not your regular salsa band... it’s a LATIN band, in the wider sense; freely 
mixing salsa with jazz, funk and contemporary popular music styles to create an explosive 
mix of sounds... it’s a BIG BAND by its very nature; equipped with all of the credentials to 
make for an exhilarating live outfit - engaging vocalists, a burning hot rhythm section and a 
big fat brass section... With their critically acclaimed fusion of rhythms, DIÁSPORA is one 
of the most exciting new projects to emerge on the UK Latin scene today.
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“DIÁSPORA... The word has a universal meaning in many 
languages - it is all about dispersed peoples coming 
together, and the amazing musical fusions that this has 
created. Our sound has the spirit of salsa, but the swing of 
samba, and we combine these rhythms with jazz, funk and 
infusions of contemporary popular music styles from 
around the world - it is a real melting pot...” Rory Duffy  
(saxophonist and director)

DIÁSPORA has performed all over the UK, touring concert venues, events both private 
and corporate, festivals, showcases and weddings. Previous clients include Band on the 
Wall, Cultural Collage World Music Festival,   KRO Ltd Catering & Events, Manchester 
Food & Drink Festival, Manchester Jazz Festival, Manchester Salon, Matt & Phred’s Jazz 
Club, Prestwich Festival,  Royal Northern College of Music, Salsa de Cuba, Salsa Direct 
and WPA Health Insurance.
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FESTIVALS & CONCERT VENUES
DIÁSPORA provides the ULTIMATE catalyst for an 
engaging live outfit, delicately poised between its 
infectious appeal among a wide range of audiences 
yet technically  sophisticated sensibility. The original 
compositions combine influences as diverse as 
South American pop, Spanish rumba, nu-Bossa, 
funk and reggaeton with a lyrical interplay between 
love, musical intoxication and images from the 
natural world. The arrangements themselves are 
pretty simple, containing flexible open platforms that 
allow the band to really stretch out and explore their 
musical territory, punctuated with unifying sections 
that bring the band into triumphant moments of 
tightness and togetherness. DIÁSPORA has 
become a real VIBE band; analogous to a single, 
living breathing organism, yet free and open at the 
same time, lending itself to bursts of collective 
spontaneity - clapping in clave, improvised vocal 
refrains and onstage swaying. The combination of its 
expansive 11-piece lineup  and its diverse influences 
from Latin American, mainstream popular and world 
rhythms render DIÁSPORA truly a musical carnival...

"DIÁSPORA was exactly what was needed to 
bring the Prestwich Festival to a rip-roaring and 
stunning close.  Energetic, vivid, bright, bubbling 
with sun that was only too absent from the 
Manchester air, the standard of playing can only 
be classed as faultless, delivered with a 
professionalism that would I am sure leave a lot 
of similar bands standing. We were warned and 
it came true: people really were dancing in the 
aisles." PRESTWICH FESTIVAL

"A bunch of young, hip and cool 
aficionados producing the slickest and 
most polished sounds in the city. Fronted 
by mesmerizing vocalists, backed by a 
burning hot percussion unit and equipped 
with a tight pop horns train, DIÁSPORA 
provides the perfect recipe for a fun- filled 
fiesta night out. A zesty infusion of salsa 
and jazz influences, fat funky grooves and 
just about everything else south of the 
border, DIÁSPORA is the ultimate tribute 
to Latin music in the UK. Absolutely 
stunning." BAND ON THE WALL
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"DIÁSPORA left audiences cheering and pleading for 
more after their high-energy performance at 
Manchester Jazz Festival 2010. Their dedication to the 
Afro-Cuban and Brazilian repertoire, which they deliver 
in such a vibrant and authentic way, was a treat for 
both the aficionado and the dancer out for a good 
time. With their punchy horns, colourful percussion 
and engaging vocalists, here is a young band set to 
ignite and inspire listeners and dancers wherever they 
appear.” MANCHESTER JAZZ FESTIVAL

“DIÁSPORA gave a performance that was both great 
fun, and well received by our audience - who simply 
didn’t want to stop dancing.  Moreover, the band too 
seemed to be having such a good time, so much so 
that they didn’t want to stop dancing either! WELL 
DONE, thanks for keeping us informed at all times 
during the booking process, and I am sure that, on the 
strength of such a successful gig, I will have little 
problem booking you for others!” CULTURAL 
COLLAGE WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL

WEDDINGS, PARTIES AND PRIVATE / CORPORATE EVENTS

DIÁSPORA blends sophistication 
with FUN and works equally well 
as an amazing par ty  band 
available for hire. Whether it is 
cheesy commercial Hollywood 
hits, sophisticated Latin jazz, 
straight-up contemporary  salsa 
dance music or old-school Cuban 
classics, it is completely up to you! 
And of course like all great bands 
DIÁSPORA will judge what the 
audience respond to on the day 
and are prepared to change the 
set list ‘on the fly’...

"DIÁSPORA’s performance at our wedding reception was fantastic. We got married in 
Christ Church, our old Oxford college, a beautiful setting which nevertheless has very 
strict requirements regarding sound, volume and logistics. DIÁSPORA achieved what 
seemed impossible at first - to meet to all the college's requirements AND to provide a 
magical performance for our guests. Many of our guests had "Latin" origins - either from 
Spain or South America - and they were all equally impressed by the authenticity of 
DIÁSPORA’s music which kept us dancing until the early hours. DIÁSPORA is a very 
energetic, friendly and professional band that can produce the perfect music for any 
occasion. We recommend them strongly!" RT & EJ, wedding, Oxford
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“ W e w e r e d e l i g h t e d w i t h 
DIÁSPORA. Everybody had a 
fantastic time dancing,  and we 
received many comments about 
how excellent the band were. We 
would definitely recommend them.” 
GW, wedding, Lancashire

“We would like to thank you and 
DIÁSPORA for an excellent set on 
Saturday. We thoroughly enjoyed 
the music and have had a lot of 
favourable comments from our 
guests about the music! Please 
pass on our thanks to Rory and the 

rest of the band for their part in making it such a special night!” GH, wedding, York

“In February 2010 we had the pleasure of DIÁSPORA to 
entertain us at our annual conference. The band were kind 
enough to liaise with us well in advance to discuss our 
requirements and I am really happy that this was taken into 
account for our evening. As our guests had an age range 
from 23 to 73, I feel you provided a great party atmosphere 
for all, and the surrounding logistics was made easy by 
your professional approach. I would have no hesitation in 
recommending DIÁSPORA to any corporate function 
should they desire an entertaining upbeat Latin style party.” 
WPA Health Insurance
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¡LA VIDA ES UN CARNAVAL! OUR PACKAGES

STANDARD PACKAGE (10 / 11-piece band)
Our full band really is the headline act, and it must be seen to be believed! 

With the six person strong LATIN TRAIN (2 vocalists, 4 horns), our front-line really  gets the 
audience going, supported by a burning red hot percussion artillery and rhythm section.

SIZE INSTRUMENTATION

11-piece band 2 vocalists (male and female)
Piano
Bass
+
3 percussionists (traditional OR contemporary setup)
+
4 horns (alto saxophone, tenor saxophone, trombone, trumpet)

10-piece band 1 vocalist (male OR female)
Piano
Bass
+
3 percussionists (traditional OR contemporary setup)
OR
2 percussionists (Latin setup, congas) + 1 extra vocalist
+
4 horns (alto saxophone, tenor saxophone, trombone, trumpet)
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MEDIUM PACKAGE (7 / 8-piece band)
Our medium-sized band provides a more affordable option for smaller events.

SIZE INSTRUMENTATION

8-piece band 2 vocalists (male and female)
Piano
Bass
+
3 percussionists (traditional OR contemporary setup)
+
1 saxophonist (doubling flute and backing vocals)

7-piece band 1 vocalist (male OR female)
Piano
Bass
+
3 percussionists (traditional OR contemporary setup)
OR
2 percussionists (Latin setup, congas) + 1 extra vocalist
+
1 saxophonist (doubling flute and backing vocals)
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SMALL PACKAGE (5 / 6-piece band)
Our small band creates a cocktail of chilled-out Latin jazz vibes - boleros, tangos and 
bossa novas.

SIZE INSTRUMENTATION

6-piece band 1 vocalist (male OR female)
Piano OR Guitar
Bass
+
2 percussionists (Latin setup, congas)
OR
1 percussionist (Latin setup OR congas) + 1 extra vocalist
+
1 saxophonist (doubling flute and backing vocals)

5-piece band 1 vocalist (male OR female)
Piano
Bass
+
1 percussionists (Latin setup OR congas)
+
1 saxophonist (doubling flute and backing vocals)

INSTRUMENTAL PACKAGE (9-piece band)

DIÁSPORA has an extensive back-catalogue of instrumental arrangements, suitable for 
any demand - whether instrumental versions of popular tunes or the more sophisticated 
end of the Latin jazz spectrum.

SIZE INSTRUMENTATION

9-piece band Piano
Bass
+
3 percussionists (traditional OR contemporary setup)
OR
2 percussionists (Latin setup, congas) + 1 vocalist
+
4 horns (alto saxophone, tenor saxophone, trombone, trumpet)
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SWAY ME MORE... OUR SUPPORT ACTS

JAZZ / STRING QUARTET (‘LA CHARANGA DIÁSPORA’)

SIZE JAZZ QUARTET STRING QUARTET

4-piece Saxophone
Piano OR Guitar
Bass
Drums

Violin
Violin
Viola
Violoncello

3-piece Saxophone
Piano OR Guitar
Bass OR Percussion

2-piece Saxophone
Piano OR Guitar

1-piece Saxophone
+ optional iPod / speakers

The string quartet can work EITHER as a secondary  support act OR as a substitute for the 
horn section appearing with the primary feature. Any of the basic packages can also be 
substituted as support acts - e.g., Latin quintet providing ambient jazz before the primary 
feature.
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GUEST ARTISTS
Our guest artists (vocalist or percussionist) can be booked EITHER as an additional artist 
to the primary feature, OR as substituting for a musician as part of the primary feature.

SALSA DJ / DANCE TUITION
Need to teach your guests how to do the steps before 
letting them loose on the dance floor? Need to keep  them 
there after the band finish? Why not book salsa dance 
classes and / or DJ appearing as a secondary feature 
before / after the primary feature. Please enquire for rates 
and availability.

CONTACT US
DIÁSPORA is available to perform anywhere in the UK, see 
booking guide for full details & costs. For more information 
please visit www.diasporamusic.co.uk or connect with us 
via the web...

www.facebook.com/diasporamusic
www.twitter.com/diasporamusic
www.youtube.com/diasporacollective 

If you are interested in booking DIÁSPORA, please contact 
DIASPORA COLLECTIVE.

T: +44(0)7737760520
E: diasporacollective@me.com 
W: www.diasporacollective.co.uk 
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